[Quantitative detection of microcirculation and multi-factorial analysis of patients with cardio-cerebrovascular diseases with blood-stasis syndrome].
The studies, which applied the Laser Doppler Micro-detection technique and other multi-factors analysis in patients with cardio-cerebrovascular diseases with blood-stasis syndrome, suggested that the speed of microcirculatory flow were slowed down obviously. The change of this value in patients comparing with healthy adults and the aged showed evident difference accompanied with many changes such as hemorheology, red cell deformability (RCD) and platelet aggregation (PA). Relativity analysis showed that there was linear relativity in degree of microcirculatory obstacle and PA and RCD. Further comparison and analysis with multi-factors for mechanism in microcirculatory obstacles illustrated that those might be the result of many pathological factors' action. In clinical treatment, using anti-platelet drugs and comprehensive measures to enhance RCD and lower viscosity of blood, could be effective in improvement of microcirculatory functions.